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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the 2015 Newsletter. At our committee meeting in October I was very impressed
to hear about the amount of work that our Flora Guardians have done over the year. You can
read about their activities below. Our meetings have varied from general surveying, where a
wide variety of species are noted, for instance at Wytham Triangle and the Hill End surveys,
to the more detailed work on monitoring single species, for example Creeping Marshwort,
Wild Celery and Fen Violet. Volunteers are very welcome at all our meetings; look out for
the dates on the website Calendar and never feel you do not know enough to be a useful
member of the group.
I’ve been asked a few times to explain the origins of the Flora Guardians so here is a
summary.
Conservation hit the media headlines in 1992 with the Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development that our government signed up to in order to preserve the biodiversity of the
country. (That’s half a dozen words to summarise hundreds of pages in the declaration.)
Two organisations, English Nature (now Natural England) and Plantlife, were instrumental in
taking the lead on some aspects of this. Through Natural England, the Rare Plants Group was
set up as a sub-group of the Ashmolean Natural History Society and became involved with
Creeping Marshwort Apium repens. Port Meadow was the only extant site for Creeping
Marshwort at the time. Subsequently, through Plantlife’s Back from the Brink Programme,
the Rare Plants Group also took on Cotswold Pennycress Microthlaspi perfoliatum and
Broad-leaved Cudweed Filago pyramidata. Over the years several more species were added
to the list. Plantlife coined the term Flora Guardian for those who volunteered to look after a
species or just a site.
At the beginning of 2013 the Rare Plants Group realised that more people were needed to
carry out this monitoring work and the group needed to broaden its appeal to the many
botanists in the county. A meeting in April of that year was convened at which the Rare
Plants Group was formally dissolved and a vote was held on what the new group should be
named. The aims of the Oxfordshire Flora Group were discussed; one of these aims was to
continue with monitoring species. By this time the number being monitored was twelve, of
which four continue to receive direct funding from Natural England. Several suggestions
were made as to the name to be given to those in charge of a species and ‘Flora Guardian’
was the result.
Susan Erskine
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THE PLANTS WE MONITOR
Apium graveolens Wild Celery
Wild Celery Apium graveolens is (mostly) a biennial and, as such, good numbers of
flowering plants were expected in August 2015 after a count of 413 seedlings the previous
summer. This was indeed the case and this year the total count was estimated to be
approximately 1000 plants: about half flowering and half non-flowering.

Seeds of Wild Celery, photograph by Judy Webb
Getting the management right for this species is proving tricky. As a halophytic species, by
the coast it is found “on sea-walls, beside brackish ditches, on tidal river banks and drift
lines, and the uppermost parts of saltmarshes. Inland it occurs on disturbed ground in
marshes, by ponds and ditches and occasionally in gravel-pits.” (New Atlas of the British
and Irish Flora. Preston, Pearman & Dines, 2002). However, in Oxfordshire it occurs within
the corner of an arable field at the site of a diminished salt spring. The area has a history of
fertilizer application and regular disturbance: ground conditions which are proving conducive
to growth of Spear Thistle Cirsium vulgare, Creeping Thistle Cirsium arvense and Bristly
Ox-tongue Helminthotheca echioides in particular, as well as a dense mat of Creeping Bent
Agrostis stolonifera. The solution so far has been to divide the plot into strips that are mowed
on rotation one year in three, allowing the celery to persist as first year plants, second year
plants and seed. In order to keep the thistles and thick mat of grass in check, we have been
experimenting with the timing of the ploughing (for autumn or spring), as well as topping and
use of gramicide.
Despite all this disturbance, however, two further relict saltmarsh species were tentatively
recorded from the site this year: Distant Sedge Carex distans (now confirmed) and Saltmarsh
Rush Juncus gerardii (to be confirmed next year from material being grown on by Judy
Webb). Neither species has been recorded at Marcham for many years, so this is extremely
good news for the site. The sedge is doing particularly well in an area of permanent grassland
to the east of the cultivated celery patch, which was removed from arable cultivation for the
express purpose of encouraging relict species such as these. The rush is growing within a
cultivated strip that is not due for ploughing until 2017, and so consideration will be given
again next year to how best maintain the populations of Wild Celery and Saltmarsh Rush
without creating conditions where injurious weeds are able to take over.
Rebecca Read
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Apium repens

Creeping Marshwort

Four monitoring visits were made to Port Meadow this year between April and August. A
fifth visit in October achieved the translocation of some Apium repens plants from North
Hinksey Meadow introduction site to new sites on Port Meadow to augment the population.
This is partly a response to the observation that the last few years have seen nothing but
continual decline in the original populations on Port Meadow.
After the winter flooding, water again remained in a ‘lake’ on the southern end of Port
Meadow in the Creeping Marshwort area beyond the first visit on 21st April, although it was
seen to be dried down to bare mud by the end of June, when the now usual swarm of annuals
were seen to have germinated. Weather had been dry and warm most of the summer from
May into July, but rainy conditions were frequent from the end of July through August aiding
germination. Despite this no Apium repens seedlings were seen amongst these annuals in the
area of the previously monitored North and South populations of this species that had been
under the winter ‘lake’. This may indicate exhaustion of the seed bank in these areas. For the
past few years, Apium repens seedlings that had germinated in these areas had never
progressed to seed production and had always been killed by the next spring as a result of
prolonged flooding causing anoxia.
The only populations of mature Apium repens located in the survey on 29 August 2015 were
in the previous lake ‘strandline’ positions against the bank to the raised ex-landfill area on the
east side of the lake or against the bank to the concrete road to Burgess Field, again to the
east of the lake. All such populations were struggling in competition with rank vegetation
(including a swarm of tall docks) in these strandline positions and there were thus very few
flowers.
A suspected very vigorous hybrid plant of Apium repens x A. nodiflorum (Fool’s Watercress)
was seen in 2014. In 2015 confirmation was received from Stuart Desjardins of Leicester
University that the DNA analysis of the leaf sample of this putative hybrid showed it was
indeed an F1 hybrid of these two species. Searching for the original hybrid plant at the
recorded 10 fig grid ref on 29 August 2015 by all members of the recording group failed to
re-find it; possibly it had been eliminated by the prolonged inundation under the lake, or by
competition with ranker dock-dominated vegetation that now occupied the position.

A. repens x A. nodiflorum confirmed F1 hybrid plant on Port
Meadow. Photograph taken on 30 August 2014 by Judy Webb.
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All recorders and helpers intensively searching for Apium repens or the hybrid with A.
nodiflorum in the rank vegetation of the strandline dock zone on 29 August 2015. Photograph
taken by Judy Webb
It was therefore fortunate that a small portion of the hybrid had been taken into cultivation
and grown on by me in 2014. Portions of this F1 hybrid plant have now been passed to Tom
Price of Oxford Botanic Garden to be further propagated in order to provide sufficient
material for it to be studied in an undergraduate project with Oxford University Plant
Sciences. The aim is to compare the morphology of A. repens, A. nodiflorum and the F1
hybrid in 2017/2018. This will look at the range of variation in all three under controlled
environmental conditions.
At Burgess Field corner, in contrast to last summer, only a very small patch of Apium repens
was found on a low mound in this known population position. Here it was growing in a dense
grassy sward and no flowers were seen.

Recorders Stuart Desjardins, Kathy Warden, Andy Shaw, Alistair Baxter, Alan Leslie behind
the one marked and measured population of Creeping Marshwort located at the Burgess
Field corner on 29 August 2015. Photograph taken by Judy Webb.
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Very few inflorescences (less than 10) were noted in all the Port Meadow populations located
on 29 August, less than the 23 inflorescences noted last summer.
Network Rail are still not in a position where they have finished enough of the line upgrade
to clean out the line ditch to aid water draining to the east from the ‘lake’ resulting from
prolonged flooding at the southern end of Port Meadow. If nothing happens this spring, we
are now re-considering the plan to slightly deepen a drainage channel from the lake position
out to the west to the river near Medley boat station.
Last year’s new discovery, the Marsh Dock Rumex palustris plants were again seen
occasionally in the strandline marginal lake zone and in the ditch adjacent to Trap Grounds
allotments and the end of the Aristotle Lane bridge.
In September this year the Wolvercote Commoners employed a contractor to treat the
populations of Australian Swamp Stonecrop Crassula helmsii in Long Pond on the common
with a hot foam method - ‘Foamstream’. This treatment was achieved whilst most of the pond
was still dry on 14 October 2015. It is unlikely it will have been eliminated with one
treatment but hopefully there is a considerable reduction of this alien which is a potential
threat to Apium repens populations further south on Port Meadow.
North Hinksey Meadow (Oxford Preservation Trust) introduction site for Apium repens was
only minimally flooded in winter 2014-spring 2015. Two visits were made by OFG and the
water level in the shallow channel occupied by the plant was helpfully monitored throughout
the year by Peter Rawcliffe, who also monitored flowering and seed setting, noting flowering
in extremely short grazed sward by 11 July and seed formation beginning by 18 August.
Regrettably, on our population monitoring visit on 8 September, only 21 inflorescences and
no seed formation were seen.

Apium repens seed formation on 18 August at North Hinksey meadow. Photograph by P
Rawcliffe
Given that 5 horses were at this time confined and grazing only in this small field it seemed
highly likely that a considerable number of flowers and seed had been grazed off. In contrast,
last year 2000 inflorescences were estimated. . It was suggested to OPT that the horse grazing
be relaxed or absent in 2016 from mid-July to mid-September to enable a better flowering
and seed-setting with grazing to be as before at all other times of the year. The route of the
planned Oxford Flood Alleviation Scheme channel is not yet finalised. However if it does
involve deepening and widening the Seacourt stream, it is evident that the whole of the North
Hinksey meadow Apium repens populations would be at risk as it is all within 100m of the
Seacourt stream. I am attending all meetings to do with this planned channel in order to
represent the needs of the plant, but if remains possible that re-location of part or all of this
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population may be necessary in the future. The scheme may incidentally provide the
opportunity to translocate to new sites with appropriate grazing.
In the meantime, the planned translocation of some plants back to Port Meadow went well.
On 13 October a total of 20 small plants (rooted stolons) were dug up from a range of
locations at North Hinksey under licence from Natural England. These were placed in plastic
tubs and kept wet whilst they were immediately driven to Port Meadow for re-planting next
to the extant population near a ditch at the Burgess Field corner and at a location on the south
side of Shiplake ditch. Rainy weather after the transplantation was frequent and the plants
were visible one month later. Hopefully they will survive the normal winter flooding in these
new positions and increase the genetic diversity of the after several years of no-show of the
plant due to rank vegetation, indicating insufficient intensity or duration of
grazing.population here.
The Binsey Green historic Apium repens site was again not examined this year as it was not
thought worthwhile
Judy Webb

Carex vulpina True Fox-sedge
Monitoring of True Fox Sedge, Carex vulpina, was undertaken in 2015 at Meadow Farm
Meadows, and Asham Meads BBOWT reserve (Murcott Meadows SSSI), two of its four
known Oxfordshire stations. This species is listed as ‘nationally rare’ by the JNCC in
category A2c (decline in area or occupancy or extent of occurrence). Fox Covert by the Ray
and Otmoor Spinney SSSI were not visited in 2015. A full report is available, with
photographs.
In 2013 the meadows at Asham were cut early and so in 2014 and 2015 earlier visits were
undertaken, in June, when the inflorescences appear to be almost fully developed. Monitoring
continues to show the apparently healthy persistence of both the original and younger plants
in recent years. Winter management cut back the competing ground vegetation in the
spinney, and in April blackthorn brash was laid over the plant as an experiment in prevention
of deer grazing. Interestingly, this clearance allowed the fresh new spring growth to be
clearly seen and it appears that the sedge patch here is formed of four or more plants in closeset stools. A willow warbler nested in this brash pile through May into June, but was fledged
by the monitoring visit. Growth was good again, with 165 inflorescences (189 in 2014).
This year, we found only five small clumps in the corner of Lower Marsh field, where the 26
plants were placed in 2004. The larger ones formed circles of shoots with an open centre,
which was more evident in April when the new growth in the mown field was short. These
largely accord with the six plants that were recorded in 2008, 2009, and 2014. Overall there
were 40 flowerheads. Tape measures were used to record the location of these five plants, in
reference to the nearby fence-posts, to facilitate re-location in future years and correlation
with previous data. In Row Bottom Field, we found no C vulpina plants, neither vegetative
nor flowering, but had omitted to take the exact location records along. A fruitless attempt
was made using metal detectors to try and locate the iron nails placed with the seedlings; a
RFID reader was also used in the hope of detecting the transponders but none were found.
Monitoring was also done at Meadow Farm Meadows in June 2015, where the count was 365
flower spikes across all 9 locations, a considerable increase in the count in 2013. At this site
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many clumps are cut annually during the meadow management but appear to persist well.
However, no new clumps have been recorded so consideration of management such as
scrapes is being considered to aid germination and establishment.
Keith Cohen and Becky Woodell

Cynoglossum germanicum

Green Hound’s-tongue

Pyrton, near Watlington
As in past years the number of plants is in the thousands. All plants are healthy; just a few
show signs of minor damage.
Stratford Bridge, near Wootton, Woodstock
There were 12 mature plants, 16 large seedlings and 79 small seedlings. They were again
inundated with Goosegrass which was removed as much as possible to give the Green
Hound’s-tongue a chance in 2016. The adjacent fields are leaching nitrogen onto this site.
Other sites are being seeded in the Chiltern Hills to add to the very few sites in Oxfordshire
and hopefully they will be successful.
Shirley Leach

Filago pyramidata Broad-leaved Cudweed
Flowing Spring Quarry
Seven members of the OFG visited Span Hill/Flowing Spring Quarry to conduct the annual
survey of Broad-leaved Cudweed. As volunteers had cleared a strip of ground parallel to the
original survey transect, counting of plants took place in both areas. The plant continues to be
exceptionally small in size (most are less than 2cm high); it is a hands and knees job. (94
plants were counted in the transect survey and a further 200 were found in the adjoining
area.) This was a very encouraging number and made the hard work clearing the site
worthwhile.
We discovered shortly afterward, however, that a planning application had been put in for
building a sorting and grading plant for aggregates on the quarry floor. All members of the
volunteer and monitoring groups, as well as other interested parties, wrote in with their
objections and we are pleased to report that the application has been turned down. The main
reason given was a dangerous turning out on to the main road. We hope this will be the end
of the matter.
Buckland Warren SSSI. Carswell Golf Club
I visited this site on 2 July .It has always been a problem identifying Broad-leaved Cudweed
here as Common Cudweed is very prolific at this site. This year, however, there was no
difficulty as there were no Cudweeds of either species! It was quite a relief that there was no
Common Cudweed as it seems likely that the rather unusual weather in June could be
responsible for a late germination. The conditions in other respects were good. There was no
sign of Hairy Mallow either but that is even more erratic than Broad-leaved Cudweed, having
been found only twice in 14 years.
Our thanks to the owners of both sites for allowing access for monitoring purposes.
Susan Erskine
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Galium tricornutum Corn Cleavers
Corn Cleavers Galium tricornutum is an annual of arable fields and an archaeophyte. It is
Critically Endangered and a Priority BAP Species. In 2012, it was only known at
Rothamsted Research Centre in Hertfordshire. It only occurred at other sites as a casual, for
example appearing in Cambridgeshire following some road works. Corn cleavers was last
recorded near an area called the ‘Triangle’ in Wytham Woods SSSI in the early 1970s. The
Triangle is part of Upper Seeds within Wytham Woods SSSI. Thames Valley Records
Centre (TVERC) records (1982 – 1985) show that Corn cleavers was recorded at Upper
Seeds, Wytham by Dr. C.W.D. Gibson (Grid ref: SP462081 – Map 1). The Triangle is sited
to the south-east of Upper Seeds (Map 2). The area has been arable since the war and
probably long before that.
Corn cleavers was re-introduced to the Triangle in Wytham Woods SSSI in 2013 (See
Tibbetts February 2014 Report for Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire Rare
Plants Group and Tibbetts Galium tricornutum Report for Ashmolean Natural History
Society of Oxfordshire Rare Plants Group 2013 and 2014). This was agreed by the Vascular
Plant Technical Advisory Group - Simon Leach, by the local Natural England Officers Alison
Muldal and Rebecca Tibbetts and by the Wytham Committee.
Eighteen prepared quadrats were set up in May 2013 and 2014, along with any spare plants
planted out to the north and south of the quadrats. In May-June 2015 it was intended that a
detailed survey take place to see what we have in the original quadrats and to see if the Corn
cleavers has produced the next generation and spread.

The site was visited on 24 May 2015 to search for
plants and initially none were found. A visit on the 5
June 2015 allowed some weeding of the Charlock to
take place. A further visit on 27 June 2015 revealed a
number of plants. Surveyors divided the Triangle up
concentrating initially on the transect lines that run
through the original quadrats.
From the survey work 27 June 2015, ninety-six Corn
Cleaver plants were identified and recorded growing in
the Triangle. The results of this year’s work were
discussed at the Natural England annual meeting. It
was concluded that the site would be surveyed late
June 2016 to identify any plants (26/6/2016).

Rebecca Tibbetts
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Gentianella anglica Early Gentian
The Early Gentian was flowering early this year and my thanks go to Kathy Warden who
found it a couple of weeks before the scheduled meeting and took grid references. Five of us
had a very pleasant walk along the Ridgeway and onto Hackpen Hill. We found the sites that
Kathy had spotted earlier, which were still producing flowers. At the part of the walk above
the Devil’s Punch Bowl was one of the best displays of Common Rock Rose I have seen for a
long time. This species, along with several others, including Quaking Grass, Chalk Milkwort
and Slender Bedstraw which are now on the English Red List, were seen. This is a very
rewarding ‘open access’ piece of chalk grassland. Next year the Early Gentian monitoring
will be on the White Horse Hill. Make a note of the date when the calendar is published to
explore another excellent species-rich chalk downland.
Susan Erskine

Himantoglossum hircinum Lizard Orchid
Last year I became interested in identifying orchids in their vegetative state, after spotting
some orchid-like leaves in my lawn (which I leave to grow long over the Summer). On 25
May 2015 I was looking for rosettes at a nearby site where I knew Bee and Pyramidal
Orchids grew, when I spotted a conspicuous plant growing on a verge. I'd seen some vigorous
Pyramidal Orchids growing in that area, so initially I wasn't too surprised by the size, but
made a mental note to return to see what it developed into. I returned on 4 June with Poland
and Clement and keyed it out to group JJ, leaves > 10cm (Lizard and Lady Orchid) which I
assumed must be an error on my part due to their rarity (I have only seen a Lizard Orchid
once before, 20 years ago in Dorset, and that was with instructions on where to look.)
Knowing that some people grow hardy orchids, I wondered if it might be a cultivated garden
escape.

Seeing that the plant was close to flowering, I
returned and photographed it again on 10 June. On
15 June I visited with a couple of sticks to try and
protect it from accidental damage but found, to my
dismay, that I was too late and it had been
decapitated. The spike was lying nearby, still green,
so I rushed home with it and put it in a jar of water
to revive it to confirm beyond doubt what it was. The following morning the lower flowers
had unfurled their unmistakable labellum and the room was filled with the pungent (but to my
mind not unpleasant) scent.
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Judy Webb went to take a look at the
site a few days later and found that the
plant had been driven over and the
remaining spike flattened. Feeling rather
responsible for not having managed to
protect it, I kept an anxious eye on the
site to see if the leaves would reappear
later in the year (Lizard Orchids are
winter green). I re-found it on 1st
November. By the time of a second visit
on 29 November, one leaf was already
showing signs of having been crushed,
and tyre marks showed that a vehicle
had mounted the verge close by. My
most recent inspection on 17 January 2016 shows no further damage to have taken place yet.
Oxfordshire County Council have been alerted to its presence and hopefully will be able to
take some steps to protect it.
Christopher Hoskin

Lythrum hyssopifolia Grass-poly
No plants were found this year at the site at Cholsey. This was no surprise as no flooding had
taken place on this riverside site as is often the case in winter or early spring. The flood water
helps to keep the vegetation at a low height, allowing the small Lythrum plants to germinate.
The seed, however, should remain in the soil.
Shirley Leach

Microthlaspi perfoliatum Cotswold Penny-cress
There were three large clumps of Cotswold Penny-cress at Bridgefield Bridge on 23 March.
Each had several flowering shoots, indicating a good seed crop for next year. A month later
there were 79 flowering stems . The patch was dug over in the autumn, care being taken not
to remove soil from the quadrat area. Our thanks go to Network Rail for granting this area
conservation status.
Palmer’s Bank was visited on 22 April where 91 flowering stems were counted from 24
plants. Those doing best were in the area which had been dug over the previous year by
members of the Wychwood Flora Group .
Linch Hill verges were not visited this year and really need a separate Flora Guardian. If
anyone is interested in taking this on, please get in touch with Rob Burton
robsjourneys@btinternet.com.
Susan Erskine
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Oenanthe silaifolia Narrow-leaved Water-dropwort
This year the Yarnton West Mead population (Oxford Meadows SAC) was checked for this
species at flowering time in late May and the previously assessed populations in the
palaeochannels were all seen to be present in healthy numbers, but no counts were made. The
adjacent Cassington Meadows were also checked at the same time, but no plants were found.
A report from Pete Stroh indicates that the Bestmoor population was described as having
plants ‘widely scattered over the whole field’, so they are still there in reasonable numbers.
Judy Webb

Pulsatilla vulgaris Pasqueflower
The Pasqueflowers at Aston Upthorpe had a good flowering year in 2015, in strong contrast
to the previous year. Inside the rabbit-proof exclosure, although the number of transplants refound (now entering their 16th year) had dropped from 50% to 43%, the majority of them
flowered. Alongside, the remnant natural population, which is the source of the seed for the
transplants, continues to demonstrate its staying power (though “hanging on like grim death”
might be a less optimistic way of looking at it) and plants were found at each of the usual
points. Outside the exclosure one cluster of naturally arising plants produced a few flowers;
a very attenuated echo of the vast numbers of Pasqueflowers that used to occupy a swathe of
territory over the downs. It is encouraging, however, that plants are again consistently found
outside the protective exclosure.

Pasqueflowers at Aston Upthorpe, inside and (right) outside the original exclosure
With a view to establishing a second nucleus of plants, Natural England approved and
provided HLS funding so that the landowner could erect a new exclosure towards the south
end of the valley. Into this, in October 2015, fifty-three transplants raised from Aston
Upthorpe seed collected in a previous year were planted. To try to avoid creating a new
population genetically isolated from the original one, care was taken to select a site close
enough to fall within the foraging range of Osmia bicolor, a solitary bee which has been
found to be one of the plant’s main pollinators.
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New exclosure with transplants fitted with (hopefully) vole-proof protective collars for the
initial stages

Both exclosures are fitted with removable gates so that they can be opened up to grazing
stock when flowering is over to try to avoid the sward becoming overgrown and suppressing
the Pasqueflowers. A bit of additional cutting and clearing is often necessary, however, and
hearty thanks are due to Judy Webb and Rod d’Ayala for their help over the autumn and
winter in some bracing conditions.

Exclosure strimming
Photograph by Judy Webb
Meanwhile, over at their Hartslock reserve, BBOWT has begun strip-grazing the slope which
is home to the Bedfordshire provenance Pasqueflowers. The aim of this is to try to tackle the
problem of encroaching Tor-grass potentially overwhelming the Pasqueflowers. It will be
interesting to see how that progresses.
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Pasqueflowers at Hartslock. Photograph by Rebecca Read

Kathy Warden

Sium latifolium Greater Water-parsnip
Marston Meadows, Oxford City, Burnt Mill Meadow LWS ditch
The monitoring visit on 1 August 2015 revealed a very small group of tall Sium latifolium
plants in the previous known location in dense tall vegetation at SP51935 09255. The visit
had the benefit of coverage by a reporter from the Oxford Mail and the article resulting
(which was generally about the work of the Flora Guardians) was published on 5 August
2015.
There were six tall (over head-height) flowering stems with more than 25 flower umbels. In
addition 10 small non flowering stems were present in the tall sedge vegetation surrounding
the flowering plants. The total area of occupation remains as before a 3m length of the bank
to the channel in a vegetation of tall dense, un-grazed, waist-high sward dominated by
Greater Pond Sedge Carex riparia. Sheep had been grazing the adjacent meadow area, but
had been prevented from accessing this ditch by an electric fence.
As in the previous year, willow scrub was present on both sides of the patch and a large crack
willow rooted in the opposite bank of the ditch was partially overshadowing the spot and had
collapsing branches. A site visit on 2 October 2015 by JW to check on seed setting revealed
that, despite abundant flowering, only approximately half the 25 flower umbels had set any
good seed. This is a slight improvement on last year, when no viable seed was set due to dry
conditions.

Only half this Sium latifolium umbel shows a good seed
set on 2 October 2015. Photograph by Judy Webb
Last year the count was 11 flowering stems in total, so
this year’s total of six is a decrease. In contrast, there
were more than 50 flowering stems noted in 2006.
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Remedial work to halt this population decline is urgent. A small quantity of the viable seed
was collected and sprinkled on a bare wet mud margin to one of the ponds in nearby Milham
Ford Nature Park (MFNP) in Marston to augment the population of young plants already
established there from Burnt Mill Meadow seed a few years ago. This small population is
monitored by the Friends of MFNP and encroaching rank aquatic or marginal vegetation is
kept at bay in their normal regular autumn pond maintenance sessions. The aim of this is to
build up a resource of young plants for possible translocation back to the ditches in Marston
Meadows when some remedial work has been achieved.

Photograph taken by Judy Webb of young Sium latifolium plants from Burnt Mill Meadow
seed in a pond margin at Milham Ford Nature Park in August.
.Judy Webb

Viola persicifolia

Fen Violet

2015 was a mixed year for the violets. The year started off badly
when, on the first visit to the introductions in the RSPB reserve, it
was found that up to ten of the plants had been removed. The
reason for this is, as yet, unknown. There were ten violet-sized
holes where the previous autumn there had been ten violets. It was
the end of a three year introduction where plants had been placed in
three separate locations all within a 20 cm hydrological gradient.
Preliminary results have revealed that even though the ground on
the RSPB reserve turns to a concrete-like substance in summer, a
handful of seedlings have emerged within a metre of the closest
plant. In the coming year we hope to, by digging, discover their origin. We may find roots
which will point to vegetative reproduction but if not, we will know
that the seeds are fertile.
Plant survival was the key measurement during this experimental
introduction and aside from the ten missing plants we lost nine
violets. The likely cause of this was mainly inundation for too long
into the growing season (past mid-April). There were two plants
that could simply have been swamped by dense vegetation growing
up and around them (Meadow Buttercup Ranunculus acris).
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Plants where the hedge was removed in Compartment 2 in 2010
suffered only a slight drop, as was to be expected due to the
surrounding vegetation becoming taller and denser, from a count in
2011 of 4816 to 3495 in 2015. This equates to an estimated loss of
330 plants each year.
The permanent quadrat in C2 was re-found this year for the first
time since 2011. 41 shoots (a good average number) were located,
all of them largely in the areas that were expected from previous
years’ recording, leading us to suppose that these were plants that
grew vegetatively every year from a network of roots.

The photographs, by Phil Cutt, show, from the top, an introduced plant flowering in July, a
seedling with, presumably, its parent nearly a metre away and finally a pot-sized hole left by
missing violet plant

Phil Cutt

Wytham Triangle habitat survey
Three visits were made during the year: a brief survey while searching for evidence of Corn
Cleavers (Galium tricornutum) on 25 May, a full survey on 20 June and a late summer survey
on 30 August. The weather could have been kinder on the two main surveys.
The early visits in May and June gave a count of 68 species with Charlock Sinapis arvensis
being abundant and shading the area where Corn Cleavers Galium tricornutum had been reintroduced. It was also noticed that Small-flowered Buttercup Ranunculus parviflorus was
covering large areas mainly in the south west corner of the field.
The survey in August revealed a further 24 species giving a total of 92 species recorded for
the year. Young seedlings of Corn Cleavers were found along the long boundary edge some
way away from the originally planted areas.
It was good to see some of the rarities previously recorded on the site being seen, namely
Slender Tare Vicia parviflora, Blue Pimpernel Anagallis foemina, Long-stalked Geranium
Geranium columbinum, Dwarf Spurge Euphorbia exigua and Sharp-leaved Fluellen Kickxia
spuria
Rob Burton
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Oxfordshire Rare Plants Register
Significant progress has been made during the last year. The Red List for England was
published in 2014. This attached different levels of threat to some of those in the GB list and
many species were added. It was too late to cover species that were not already included but
those that were, were redrafted where necessary. The English Red List includes three
vulnerable and twenty Near Threatened species that are found in Oxfordshire. Most of these
were found in over 100 tetrads recorded for the Flora of Oxfordshire (478 for Field Scabious
Knautia arvensis, 55 for Field Pepperwort Lepidium campestre, being the two extremes).
This gives plenty for OFG to work on in the future!
All the species accounts have been written, work on the introductory chapters is almost
complete and the selection of photographs has been made. The all-important checking of
details, making sure references are complete and satisfying the publisher are the main
remaining tasks.
Susan Erskine

Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland (BSBI) Update on BSBI Atlas 2020
Upward of 10,000 records were submitted for vc23 for 2015, many of these from the
enjoyable group recording days that were organised across the county.

Sue Helm, Barbara Spence and Frances Watkins spending the first hour of a survey at
Hailey, examining the plants by the car park. Photograph by Sally Abbey
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There is still, however, a huge amount to be done especially to the north and west of Oxford.
Dates for recording with the group are already arranged so if you are interested in joining in
contact sue@shelm.co.uk. For 2016 there will also be some weekend dates arranged by
David Morris.
Please do send in your records however boring you may think they are; the Atlas is about
recording everything, not just the uncommon species.

Sue Sandford getting close up to a Clustered Bellflower in the Chilterns with, from the left,
Frances Watkins, John Killick, Sue Helm, Susan Erskine and David Morris. Photograph by
Sally Abbey

Sue Helm.
Recorder vice-county 23

www.bsbi.org.uk
Sue's contact details are:
E-mail sue@shelm.co.uk
Tel . 07774205972
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Educational Surveys at Hill End Field Centre 2015
Three surveys to Hill End Field Studies Centre were made this year, in May, July and
September. We have amassed a fair amount of data now, over three years, and an interim file
has been passed to Hill End. Much work remains, however, so we expect to be repeating
these outings for some years to come. At each visit, we make a useful list and all participants
seem to make progress in developing their identification skills.
Frances Watkins

EVENTS IN 2015
Spring Talks
This year we were treated to a wide range of topics.
Although Brian Laney’s title was Changing Flora of Northants, at times he strayed into
Oxfordshire and, with the aid of some stunning photographs, showed us many plants that his
eagle eyes had spotted, some from new sites, but many from sites dating back several years or
even decades. He emphasised how important it is to recognise what suitable habitats look like
and why it is always worth while searching out old and new sites for declining species.
A different perspective on plants came from Alan Larkman, who gave us fascinating
information on the value of certain ‘weeds’ for different species of birds. Again, with the aid
of beautiful photographs, he described the varied arable Flora of City Farm. Matt Jackson
talked about the Wild Life Trust’s view of conservation, how the emphasis is changing to
conserving habitats, not just concentrating on a few species. He also demonstrated what a tiny
proportion of the County (< 2%) has any form of protection, yet this is still under threat from
development. Finally, in our fourth talk, an insight into the hydrological problems faced by
those trying to restore wetland. Curt Lamberth gave an intriguing account of such a project
at Little Wittenham.
Many thanks to all these contributors for giving up their time to share their knowledge and
enthusiasm with us.
We are very grateful to Roni McGowan and the Plant Sciences Department for allowing us to
use the Schlich theatre for our talks. Thanks also go to John Baker, who is such a help on the
technical side.
Susan Erskine
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Flora Guardianship: the Highs and Lows of Caring for the Plants of
Oxfordshire
Sunday 29th November 2015
This second OFG conference was mainly for Flora Guardians, members of the committee and
representatives of the Wychwood Flora Group and had the aim of sharing good and bad
experiences to work towards good practice. There were nine (strictly-timed) short
presentations to the conference, as follows:
Christine Marsh on Salvia pratensis
Kathy Warden on Pulsatilla vulgaris
Frances Watkins on Veronica praecox
Sally Abbey on the newsletter
Alan Parfitt on Orchis militaris
Camilla Lambrick on Viola persicifolia
Judy Webb on Apium repens
Susan Erskine and Sally Rankin on Filago pyramidata
Ken Betteridge on Stachys germanica
The presentations were interspersed with a full-group discussion, small-group discussions
and a final round-up. The highs and lows described in the presentations threw up a great
many issues which were enthusiastically discussed and many useful suggestions were made.
A lot of the issues centred around site management. Some of the matters raised were about
the nuts and bolts of how the OFG is run. A further group comprised blue-sky matters, for
example: what about the issues of translocation, re-introduction and population
enhancement? Should we ever have recourse to the law? Can we do anything with the rather
large set of statistics which we own?
The committee is beginning to address some of these matters and is working on proposals for
next year’s conference.
Frances Watkins
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Oxfordshire Flora Group audited accounts: Summary
Jan to Dec 2015
Balance Sheet
Bank Balance at 1 January 2015
Income from Natural England
Donations at lectures
Donations for RPR
Frilford Heath Golf Club
Total Income for 2015
Total Balance
Less Expenditure
Less cheque no. 398
Less cheque no. 401
Less cheque no. 403
Bank Balance at 31 December 2015
Balance of expenditure over income

£
7368.81
2840.31
226.6
5500
0
8,566.91
15,935.72

£

1,084.39
101.48
1,580.00
150
13,019.85
7,482.52

Note: Expenses of £1,017.25 for 2015 were claimed in 2016 and expenses of £350 are yet to
be claimed for 2015

OFG funds as at 31 December 2015
Forest Research
Forest Research
JW
RT
KC
JW
Camilla Lambrick/Phil Cutt/Curt
Lamberth

13,019.85
348.72
348.72
65.36
100.00
154.45
100.00
250.00
1,367.25
11,652.60

RPR funds as at 31 December 2015
OFG funds available

5,500.00
6,152.60

RPR funds as at 31 December 2015

5,500.00

RPR funds promised
TVERC - Oxfordshire CC

1,000.00
715.00
5,785.00

Sally Rankin
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Committee
The committee is made up of volunteers. The present committee and their jobs are listed
below. Any member of the ANHSO who feels they can make a significant contribution to
the running of the OFG and would like to join the committee, should get in touch with a
member of the committee to find out more. There are also opportunities to become Flora
Guardians. It is not necessary to be on the committee to do this. There are some species and
sites on our original list which still need more help. Again get in touch with any committee
member for more information.
Chair and Talks Organiser
Vice Chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Flora Guardian Co-ordinator
BSBI/Vice-County 23 Recorder
Records Officer
Webmaster
Newsletter Editor
Liaison with OUBG
Librarian
Hon. Auditor

Susan Erskine
Frances Watkins
Sally Rankin
Phil Cutt
Rob Burton
Sue Helm
Kathy Warden
Frances Watkins
Sally Abbey
Tom Price
Camilla Lambrick
Judy Webb
Andrew Churchill Stone

PLANS FOR 2015
Numerous field events take place which involve plant monitoring and practical conservation
work, not all strenuous, such as scrub clearance and scarifying. They are too numerous to list
in this newsletter. Please check on the Oxfordshire Flora Group website which is regularly
updated by Frances Watkins and can be found at www.anhso-ofg.org.uk. This site is linked
to the Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire website www.anhso.org.uk where
you will find a link to the calendar on the left-hand side. Alternatively, you can email the
chairman at chairman@anhso-ofg.org.uk

Wychwood Flora Group (Formerly Cotswold Rare Plants Group)
Brenda Betteridge is the contact for the summer programme of monitoring various plants in
West Oxfordshire, especially Meadow Clary. Do get in touch with her if you can help. Email
- bbetteridge@phonecoop.coop
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Juniper at Aston Upthorpe
Photograph taken by Sally Abbey

ABOUT THE OXFORDSHIRE FLORA GROUP
The Group (formally the Rare Plants Group) is part of the Ashmolean Natural History Society of
Oxfordshire and works in partnership with many other organisations to conserve rare wild plants in
Oxfordshire:
Oxford City Council
Oxfordshire County Council
The Department of Plant Sciences, University of Oxford
Farm Animal Initiatives
and the following:

The newsletter is intended to inform about the work of the Oxfordshire Flora Group and is circulated
to interested members of the Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire, our partners,
landowners we work with and other interested parties. If you don’t think you are on our mailing list
and you would like to be, please email vice-chairman@anhso-ofg.org.uk
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